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Sir Edmund Spenser

Spenser the Borderer:
Boundary, Property, Identity in

A View ofthe Present State ofIreland
and Book 6 of The Faerie Queene

Eva Gold
outheastern Louisiana University

I

n 1581(-82], Lodowick Bry kettwrote to Sir Francis Walsingham about
giving up his position as an administrator to take up the 'perillous'
life of a 'borderer', one who sought social and financial 'securitie' from
land on the borders of English settlements in Ireland: 'I meane to make
proofe (God willing) whether the lyfe of a borderer in this land be a lyke
pcriUous vnto all men, and to see if a just and honest simple lyfe, may
not even emong the most Barbarous people of the world breede securitie
to him that shall live nere them or emong them'.1 The concerns that Bryskett
raises here are common to his time and to his position as an Englishman
involved in the colonial settlement of Ireland. These concerns are shared
by Bryskett's friend, Edmund Spenser, also a 'borderer' in Ireland. Indeed,
the notion of the border, with its attendant anxieties and defenses, is of
key interest in Spenser's political and historical work, A View ofthe Present
State ofIreland. The View, presented as a dialogue between Eudoxus, the
English voice, and lrenius, the voice of the English official in Ireland, sets
out strategies and defenses by which the English can secure their claim to
Irish territory.
The emphasis on defense of te rritory in the View may have been
heightened by Spenser's own experience in Ireland. Spenser was an official
in Ireland for most of his adult life; there he was able to acquire estates confi cated from Irish 'rebels' agains t English authority. It is especially signifi cant that pcnser's possession of Ki lkolman was contested in a series of

'The Lift a11d Correspo11drnce of Lodowick Brysktlt, ed H enry R. Plomer and Tom Peete
Cross (University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1927) pp 32- 3. For discussion ofBryskett, sec
Alexander C. Judson, The Lift of Edmu11d Spemer, vol 11 of The Works ofEdmu11d Spenser:
A Variorum Edi1io11, ed Edwin A . Greenlaw and others (Johns H opkins University Press,
Baltimore 1945) pp 111- 12, and icholas B. Canny, Ki11gdom and Colony: Ireland in /he
Atla11/ic World, 1560-1800 {Johns H opki ns Universiry Pre s, Baltimore 1988) pp 27-8.
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lawsuits by his neighbor, lord Roche, forcing Spenser to defend his rights
to that property.' The lawsuits focus on what critic Pauline Henley calls 'the
question of boundaries'.' Thus Spenser's own history in Ireland is shaped
by questions of boundary markers and claims to property. Setting the details
of Spenser's biography alongside the View suggests a link between claims
to territory, asserted through border and boundary, and one's identity, a an
Englishman and a possessor of property.
Such an inquiry is illuminating but does not tell the whole story
about the intersections for Spenser among boundary, property, and identity. For that, we need to turn to book 6 of The Faerie Queene, which, like
the View, is filled with the language of border and boundary. Book 6
and the View may seem odd texts to speak of together: one is poetry, the
other prose; the one is considered his least historical book, enacting a deliberate turn from history, while the other is considered the most shaped
by the pressures of contemporary history.' But like the View, book 6 is
concerned with matters of identity, specifically with Spenser's identity as
poet. In both texts, the emphasis on boundary is for a similar purpose:
to mark out spaces for possession and to establish one's identity through
po session. 5
A comment by Lodowick Bryskett might clarify this link. In his
'Discourse of Civil Life', Bryskett mentions that Edmund penser showed
members ofBryskett's circle 'some parcels' of The Faerie Queene. 6 'Parcel '
here simply refers to 'parts', yet it is also used to denote divisions ofland,
' For derails of pcnscr's life in Ireland, see J udson, Life of Edmund Spenser
pp 78-137, 156- 65, 192- 201, and Pauline H enley, Spemer in Ireland(Cork University Press,
Cork 1928).
' H enley, Spemer in Ireland p 62.
• omc attention recently has been paid to the relevance of Ireland for book 6. ee
Julia Reinhard Lupton, 'Home-making in Ireland: Virgil's Eclogue I and Book 6 of The Faerie
Queene', Spenser Studit< 8 (1990) pp 119-45; Lupton mentions the importance of'bordcr'
for book 6 and the View p 132. Sec also Patricia Coughlan, "' omc secret scourge which
shall by her come unto England": Ireland and Incivility in pcnscr', and Anne Fogarty, 'The
Colonization of Language: arrative Strategy in A View ofthe Present State ofl rela11dand
The Faerie Q11ee11e, Book 6', both in Spenser a11d l rela11d: A11 Interdisciplinary Perspecti'11e,
cd Patricia Coughlan (Cork University Press, Cork 1989) pp 46-74, 75- 108 respectively.
For a useful statement of Spenser's turn away from history in book 6, see l\1ichacl O'Connell,
Mirror and Veil· The H i1torical Dimensio11 of Spe11ser's Faerie Qiieene (University of orth
Carolina Press, Chapel Hill 1977) p 162.
' Stephen Greenblatt briefly comments on the relationship of identity and property for
penser in Ireland in Re11aissa11ct Self-Fa1hio11i11g: From More to Shakespeare (University of
Chicago Press, Chicago 1980) pp 185-6. Hi s assertion that 'Ireland is not only in book 5
of The Faerie Q11u11e; it pervades the poem' (p 186) has led the way for many recent
studies of the View.
' Lodowick Bryskcrt, Literary Works, ed ).H.P. Pafford (G regg International Publishers,
England 1972) p 28.
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actual property. That the same term can be used to mark divisions of
land and divisions of a poem might alert us to the similar conceptual
underpinnings of the two. For as Spenser was trying to make a place for
him elf in Ireland, as an official and 'undertaker' of estates, he was also
trying to make a place for him elf with poetry. Book 6 contains Spenser's
mo t sustained inquiry into the place of poetry and the poet - indeed, of
the poem itself a a kind of place. It is not surprising, then, that there
are parallel in Spenser's treatment of boundary, property, and identity in
book 6 and in the View.
In the View and in book 6 penser plays out a host of resonances
implicit in the position of the borderer, especially as it pertains to the
fo rms of possession, both colonial and authorial, in history and in poetry.
Attending to these Spenserian borderlands enables us to chart Spenser's
conception of place in all these senses: place as territory {both actual land
and the place that is the poem) and place as position {as official, as gentleman, and as poet). Spenser makes use of boundaries to mark off and define
places for possession, which in turn, define one's identity, one's position, one's
place. In both, further, the a sertion of boundaries or borders involves
the explicit displacement of those with a rival claim to what lies within the
borders: book 6 presents again and again the displacement of those that
threaten the territory claimed by the forces of civilization; in the View,
penser rehearses the English policy of displacing the Irish and planting
the English in their stead. Juxtapo ing the View and book 6 enables us to
tease out Spenser's conception of property, in the sense not only of actual
property but of literary property as well. In addition, we can see how Spenser's
notion of identity- as poet and as gentleman- is contingent on possession
of property.
Spen er's View is shaped by an emphasis on border and boundary.
A might be expected in a work whose subject is an on-going, as yet,
unsettled colonial enterprise, these boundaries have mainly to do with land,
with the English attempt to posses land claimed by conquest and with Irish
attempts to subvert that possession. It is helpful to remember that Ireland
was for the Engli sh truly a borderland, located on the edges of civilization.'
They per eived their ta k as one of civilizing - both the uncultivated
land and the uncultivated people. Although Spenser's anxieties and many
of hi specific criticisms of the Irish and of E nglish policy in Ireland have
' ec Loui s Adrian Montrose's comment: 'Spenser nevertheless always remained on
the social and economic as weU as on the geographic margins of that commu nity of
privilege whom he addressed' ('The Elizabethan Subject and the Spenserian Text', in
liltrary T heory/Renaissance T exts, ed Patricia Parker and David Qi.iint Oohns H oplcins
University Press, Baltimore 1986) p 318).
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counterparts in the texts of his precursors and contemporaries, these do not
share penser's emphasis on boundary and border. To my knowledge, no
other 'view' of Ireland has anything like the following discussion of the
'County Palatines' from the View: '[They] at first were granted upon
good consideration when they were fir t conquered, for that those lands
lay then as a very border to the wild Irish, subject to continual invasion'.'
And 'to have a County Palatine is in effect but to have a privilege to
spoil the enemy's border adjoining; and surely so it is used at this day
as a privi leged place of spoils and stealths, for the County of Tipperary
... so as it being situate in the very lap of all the land, is made now a
border' (p 30).
penser's focus on boundaries asserted, threatened, and often overrun i in part a characteristic English response to the Irish landscape in the
sixteenth century. The much-cited comment by W. B. Yeats - that Spenser's
thoughts were 'organized by the State' - is perceptive: Spenser, like the other
English in Ireland, saw an Ireland in need of the controlling structures
of English culrure. 9 Relatively little oflreland was actually inhabited. The
extensive forests were a particular ource of anxiety to the English,
Spenser included, for they served to shelter rebels. And much of the inhabited land was controlled by Irish lords (who were hostile not only to the
English, but to other lrish lords), making travel and even communication
difficult and dangerous. 10 The calls for enclosing land, voiced by Spenser
and others, stem from the English desire to impose form and order on what
to them seemed dangerously 'open', even chaotic spaces." Relevant here i
not only the increased importance of map-making as an instrument of
authority during the late sixteenth century, but also the fact that four estate
su rveyors were brought to the Munster plantation, where penser was
granted the estate he names Kilkolman, to provide for the first time 'exact
'A View ef the Present Stale eflrda11d, cd W. L. Renwick (Clarendon Press, Oxford
1970) pp 29-30. All further references will be cited in the text. Q\iotations from pcnscr's
poetry are from The Poetical Works efEdmund Spemer (1912; repr Oxford University Press,
London 1965), edJ. . mith and E. de clincourt, and will be cited in the te.xt.
'Vv. B. Yeat s, Essays a11d l11troductions (Macmillan, ew York 1961) p 372.
'°For a survey of the conditions of the Trish landscape in Tudor times, see icholas B.
anny, The Elizabetha11 Co11quest ef Irela11d: A Pal/em Established 1565-76 (Barnes and
oble, New York 1976) pp 1- 28.
"Most useful for an understanding of the issue of land in lrcland during Spenser's
time is 'Land and People c1600', chap 5 of A N ew History ef Ireland, vol 3, 1534- 1691,
ed T . W . Moody and others (Oxford University Press, London 1976). See also J. H . Andrews,
'Geography and Government in Tudor Ireland', in Irish Geographical Studies in Honour of
E. Esty11 Evans, cd icholas tephens and Robin E. Glasscock (Department of Geography,
Q\ieen's University, Belfast 1970) pp 178-91. On enclosure in the View, in particular as
it relates to issues of private property, see Lupton, 'Home-making in Ireland' pp 129-30.
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admeasurement' of property.' 2 Such measures indicate the desire of the
English to impose on Ireland English systems of division and organization.
The language of boundary that pervades the View is symptomatic of
anxiety, revealing the way in which and the extent to which the English
colonists perceived Ireland as a threat to them.
Again and agai n, Spenser represents this threat - to the place of the
English in Ireland, to the English claims to territory - in terms of boundaries. Ireland is in need of boundaries imposed by the English both to
keep the Irish in places subject to E nglish control and to protect the English
settlers from the Irish. First, the boundaries relied on by the Irish to maintain power against the Engli h must be breached or dismantled. lrenius,
penser's voice in the View, speaks against the Irish custom of tanistry (control of land by election rather than inheritance) because it enables the Irish
to 'defend the country, either against the next bordering lords ... or against
the English which they think lie still in wait to wipe them out of their lands
and territories' (p 8). Second, because the Irish 'overrun' and 'break down'
boundaries imposed by the English, they must be 'shut .. . up within those
narrow corners ... by building strongholds upon every border' (p 15). And
third, the English must establish boundaries for their own self-protection:
for the good of landlord, tenant, and commonwealth, the land should be
'enclosed and well-fenced' against 'outlaws', 'rebels', and 'thieves' (p 83).
When Spenser considers the blurring or outright dissolution of a
boundary of another sort in View - the boundary between the English and
the Irish - he reveals what is really threatened by Ireland and the Irish:
identity as an Englishman. Much of Spenser's harshest criticism is directed
to the Anglo-Irish, the descendants of the English families long settled in
Ireland.13 The English in Ireland 'degenerate from their fi rs t natures' (p 63).
This is due, Irenius explains, to 'evil customs' that violate the boundaries
that determine identity - of the family and of the self: 'licentious conversing

"On the importance of the map for an understanding of the View, see Bruce Avery,
'Mapping the Irish Other: Spenser's View of the Present State ofIreland' ELH 57 (1990)
pp 263- 79. On the surveying of the Munster Plantation, with attention to the hostility
of1he Irish and the Old English to the su rveying, see Robert D unlop, 'The Plantation of
Munster 1584-1589', English H istorical Rwiew 3 (1888) pp 253-6; D avid B. Q,inn,
'The Mu nster Plantation: Problems and Opportunities',journal of the Corl,. H istorical and
Archeological Society 71 (1966) p 28; Judson, Lift of.Edmund Spenser p 117; J. H. Andrews,
'Appendix: The Beginning of the urvcying Profession in Ireland - Abstract', in English
Map-Mo/,.ing, 1500-1660, ed Sarah Tyacke (The British Library, London 1983) pp 20-1;
Michael Maccarthy-Morrogh, The Mumter Plantation: English Migration to Southern Ireland,
1583-1641 (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1986) pp 60-3.
" ee icholas B. Canny, 'Edmund Spenser and the D evelopment of an Anglo-lrish
Identity', YES 13 (1983) pp 1- 19.
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with the Irish, or marrying and fostering with them' (p 66). ln other words,
th e English amid the Irish must somehow maintain their identity inviolate.
In addition to not cro sing over to become Irish through intermarriage or
fos tering, the English must hold on to their own language and to their own
names. To take on an Irish name is shocking and repugnant to Eudoxus, who
expresses his horror in language evocative of the violation of boundary: to
do so is to 'grow out of frame' (p 64). 14
The corollary to the retention of English identity is, for the English
in Tudor Ireland, the obliteration oflrish identity. 15 This becomes clear in
a telling instance when Spenser uncharacteristically advocates the breaking
down of the boundaries separating the English and the Irish: Eudoxus suggests that it would be 'better to part the English and Irish than to mingle
them together'. Irenius replies that the aim should rather be 'to bring them
to be one people, and to put away the dislikeful concept both of the one and
the other, which will be by no means better than by this intermingling of
them' (pp 152- 3). This is an interesting and illumjnating moment. Irenius
objects to the boundary that E udoxus proposes because such a boundary
would allow Irish identity to survive intact. When Irenius speaks of his hopes
for 'one people', he means th at Irish identity be obliterated, that the Irish
become civilized - that is to say, Engljsh.
Through the voice of Irenius, Spenser seems willing to risk the
mingling of English and Irish in order that the Irish may take on English
identity. To accomplish this Spenser advocates separating the Irish from
contexts that support Irish identity by isolating them from their clans and
settling them among the English:
All the lands I will give unto Englishmen whom I will have drawn
thither . . .. Under every of those Englishmen will I place some
of those Irish to be tenants ... that in no place under any landlord there shall be many of them planted together, but dispersed
wide from their acquaintances, and scattered far abroad through
all the country. For that is the evil which I now find in all Ireland,
that the Irish dwell altogether by their septs and several nations,
so as they may practise or conspiie what they will. (pp 124-5)
In other words, the English are to put the Irish in place, a place to be
determined by the English. Further, the Irish are to be forced to take on

''This linkage of property, 'proper place', and 'proper name' is explored provocatively
in Wuthering H eights by Patricia Parker, in Litera ry Fat Ladies: Rhetoric, Gm der, Property
(Methuen, London 1987) pp 155- 77. As the subtitle makes clear, many other essays in that
collection explore notions of property.
"Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning p 187.
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the English relationship to land. For Spenser, Ireland and the Irish are
characterized by a dangerous 'looseness', a term frequent in the View. 16 This
loo eness has it prime manifestation in 'wandering', a practice Spenser
decries not because it is a sign of 'error', as readers of book 1 of The Faerie
Queene might expect, but because those who wander are not tied to a
pecific area, that is, to a particular piece of property. For instance,
penser objects strongly to the Irish practice of grazing cattle in the mountains, because the Irish then followed the wandering herds. He proposes
'that whatsoever keepeth 20 kine should keep a plough going, for otherwi e all men would fall to pasturage and none to husbandry, which is . . .
a cause of the usual stealths now in Ireland' (p 158).
Spenser's proposals for the Irish seem to reflect his own fears of loss
of English identity, which is always at risk because, according to Spenser,
the Irish infest 'the good subject' (p 96). Fears about the fragility of his own
identity are latent in a revealing sequence from the View. lrenius discu es
how the English are 'degenerated and grown almost mere Irish' (p 48);
Eudoxus chides lrenius: 'In truth lrenius ye do well remember the plot
of your first purpose, but yet from that me eems ye have much swerved
in all this long discourse' (p 48). lrenius promises to speak of'families and
septs of whom I will al o in their proper places make mention' (p 49). From
this lrenius moves to a discussion of 'bolleying', the practice of pasturing
herds in the mountains, then to a cri ticism of mantles, whose wearers may
be 'outlaws', and who move from 'place to place' (pp 50-1). The sequence
of thought and the linking of topic here are signincant: the greatest danger
to the English in Ireland is losing their identity, and this is linked in Spenser's
pre cntation to both the wandering Irish and the wandering text. The anti dote to the wandering Irish is to tic them to a particular piece of property,
whether by fo rcing them to the plough or encouraging them to take longer
leases than Irish custom dictates (p 81), or to give them land 'to occupy and
live upon in such sort as shall become good subjects to labour ... and to
apply themselves unto honest trades of civility' (pp 123- 4). The Irish, in
short, must be put in their proper place. imilarly, the antidote to textual
digression resides in the orderly presentation of narrative, putting one's
material in the 'proper places'. Irenius's tendency to digress signals his own
difficulty in remaining in the proper place, within the bounds of English
identity.
pen er' anxieties - his own included - about the English tendency
to 'degenerate' into the Irish may also account for the use of the dialogue
" oughl an discusses the language of'looscncss' in the View, '" Some secret scourge'"
p53.
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form in the View. 17 Why Spenser chose this form has occasioned some
puzzlement, for it is not entirely clear why Spenser's material requires two
voices. What may be important, however, is not so much the relation between
what Eudoxus and lrenius say, but rather the mere presence of Eudoxus.
Eudoxus may be there to keep lrenius from losing his mooring to English
identity. It is Eudoxus, after all, who repeatedly points out to lrenius that
he is digres ing: 'I wonder, lrenius whither you run so far astray, for whilst
we talk oflreland, methinks you rip up the original of Scotland' (p 38). 18
In reminding lrenius to return to the proper place of his discourse, Eudoxus
also reminds Irenius of his proper place - as an Englishman. Such proximity undergirds identity; Spenser notes in this connection that the 'Engli h
pale hath preserved itself through nearness of their state in reasonable civility, but the rest ... are degenerate and are grown to be very patchocks as
the wild Irish' (p 64). 1•
This conception of place - of property and of identity - is supported
by the facts of Spenser's biograp hy. In his poetry, Spenser speaks of himself in terms of ambitions thwarted, the 'idle hopes and expectations vaine'
of'Prothalamion'. But Spenser did not seek a place only in poetty. ln going
to lreland, he was among those who sought social advancement that they
could not hope for in England, in particular through the acquisition of estates.
Because of this, the appeals to Englishmen to settle in Ireland were directed
especially to younger sons, who would not be in line to inl1erit land. 20 Spenser
too was able to acquire estates in Ireland. These lands were available for settlement because they had been confiscated from those 'disloyal' to the queen.
Indeed, much of what we know of Spenser's biography is gleaned from the
records of his dealings in land. Spenser's property- Kilkolman, for instance
- was part of the Mun ter Plantation, a large-scale English settlement made
possible by the confiscation of the lands of the earl of Desmond!'

"Coughlan surveys the various t radition of dialogue available to Spenser, ibid
pp 59-68.
"'Fogarty, 'The Colonization of Language' pp 79- 81.
''It seems significant that the View is believed to have been written while Spenser was
in England (sec Rcnwick's comment in his edition of the View p 171)-perhaps fo r him
the 'proper place'. See the comment by Kenneth Gross on 'Colin Clouts Come H ome Agrune':
'Even if it were only in Ireland that the middle-class Edmund Spenser could fashion himself into a landed English gentleman, his literary career remained tied to the imagined axis
of the court of Elizabeth, so that the poet could only publish his account of his persona Colin
Clout's saving return to an Irish home when Spenser in fact returned to London', Spenserian
Poetics: Idolatry, I,oncla,m, and Magi, (Cornell University Press, Ithaca 1985) p 79.
"'Judson, Life ofEdmund Spenser p 125; Qi inn, 'The Munster Plantation' p 25; Dunlop,
'The Plantation of Munster' pp 255-6.
" The most detailed study of the Munster Plantation is that of Michael MaccarthyMorrogh, The Munster Plantation, previously cited.
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In Ireland, then, Spenser became 'landed' and, as the lease to ew
Abbey and, later, his grant to Kilkolman put it, a 'gentleman'.22 The issues
of property and identity converge. But penser's claims to property- and
hence to the identity contingent on that property- remained insecure. The
Irish and Anglo-Irish displaced by the confiscations of land after the
Desmond Rebellion initiated lawsuits in protest. Spenser's possession of
Kilkolman wa vulnerable to the suits brought by his neighbor, lord Roche,
concerning penser's rights to Kilkolman. For Spenser in Ireland, an
insecu re boundary mean an insecure identity.
When we turn to book 6 from the View, we find a similar emphasis
on boundary and border as well as a similar emphasis on contested
territory. The language of boundary and border in Spenser's book of Courtesy is used to chart the process of civilizing. Book 6 explores the nature
of spaces, civilized and uncivilized; the goal of courtesy is to enclose everyone in the 'bands of civilitie' (6.1.26). And again, as in the View, the
preoccupation with border and boundary is a response to a sense of vulnerability, to forces that threaten both from within and without imposed
boundaries.
The book proceeds with episode after episode of borders asserted and
transgressed. The various functions of boundary we saw in the View have
their counterparts in book 6. In the View, Spenser spoke against the way
the Irish concealed their 'crimes' in protected spaces. Similarly, an early
episode in book 6 has Calidore, the Knight of Courtesy, enter the ca tie of
Briana, who has been exacting humiliating tolls of those who pass through
her territory. Later in the book the Brigands, who violate the pastoral landcape, convey those they have kidnapped to their 'dwelling', '[c]ouered with
shrubby woods' (6.10.41) . As in Spenser's depiction of Ireland, reformation involves having the forces of civilization, here CaEdore, the Knight of
Courtesy, break into spaces controlled by the 'uncivilized'.
Spenser also illustrates the need to enclose in a controlling structure
those who threaten 'civilization'. Briana, for instance, must acknowledge
her elf 'bound' (6.1.46) (this word or a cognate of it appears in each of
the last three stanza of this episode) by the 'bands of civility' (6.1.26) .
imilarly, the end of Calidore's quest is to enclo e the Blatant Beast in
'straunge bands' (6.12.36). Spenser further asserts the need for borders to
protect the civilized from the forces that would threaten them. So we see
erena and Calepine enter a 'couert glade' (6.2.16) in order to express their

"Judson, Life efEdmund Spenser pp 104, 128.
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love . And Colin Clout's vision of the Graces, which is the realization of
Courtesy, takes place on Mount Acidale, 'bordered with a wood' (6.10.6),
a place separated from what surrounds it by nature and by art. The structures that protect the civilized must be reinforced agai nst those, like the
Savage ation of cannibals, who violate their 'neighbours borders' (6.8.35).
Jn book 6, as in both the View and Spenser's life, the use of boundary
registers a threat to property and identity. At the end of book 6, Spen er
links the poem with the other imperiUed spaces of the book; the space of
the poem itself becomes 'property' to be defended by the poet, whose
identity as poet is at risk. In the final stanzas of the book, the Blatant Beast
escapes from the bands in which it has been contained and threatens 'the
gentle Poets rime'. Then we are brought up short by the presence of a 'mighty
Pere', whose 'displeasure' with the poem leads to the bitter ending of the
book, where Spenser promises to 'seeke to please' (6.12.40-41) the courtly
reader. T he 'mighty Pere' is usuaUy identified as lord Burghley, one of the
queen's most trusted advisors and one of the most powerful men in England.
Situating the 'mighty Pere' at the border of the text aligns him with the brigands and cannibals of book 6 and reveals that the poem itself is bordered
territory, subject to threatening forces from without. And that position on
the border is also the position of the 'outlaws' of Ireland, who threaten to
encroach upon territory marked out by the English coloni st .
The positioning of the 'mighty Pere' suggests that if Spenser conceive
of the poem a a kind of property, it is property to be defended against the
competing claims of courtly figures. This fo rmulation is very different from
our customary picture of Spenser as a writer who, for all his moments of
criticism of queen and court, is generally seen as striving for recognition by
the court. Indeed, in spite of the similar use of border and boundary in
book 6 and the View, the e works prove to have different conceptions of
property and identity. To see the important differences between book 6 and
the View, we need to look at the place of the queen in both works. In the
View, Spenser's claims to property and identity are contingent on the claims
of the queen to Ireland; in book 6, Spenser seeks to fas hion a sen c of identity apart from his relation to the queen.
In the View, Spenser's identity is explicitly underwritten by the queen'
claims to Ireland. Much of the text is given over to buttressing those claims
and to indignation that she is being deprived of revenue by the Irish: 'For
all the whole land is the Qyeen's' (p 134). Since, as pcnser notes, the
'grievous puni hment' for rebellion against English rule was 'to forfeit all
their lands to the Prince' (p 27), the Irish developed variou trategies to
retain control over their land and the income derived from it. Spenser decries
this 'concealment' and the way that 'traitors' are 'maintained and enabled
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against Her Maje ty' (p 28). Spenser docs not need to assert directly his
claims to his own property in Ireland; rather, those claims arc subsumed under
those of the queen. In fact, though, Spenser does protect his claims to his
Munster property in the View. There, he surveys vulnerable territory and
pre ents a plan for garrisoning soldiers to defend the English settlers.
Discussing this plan, Rudolf Gottfried, an editor of the View, observes,
' penser does not neglect the region in which his property lie '."
Richard Helgerson and others have written about the ways in which
penser sought to establish a laureate identity in poctry. 2' Through most
of The Faerie Queene, as in Ireland, Spenser's identity is underwritten by the
queen. So too is Spenser's possession of territory- both his estates and his
poem. All these come together in the Dedication to the 1596 Faerie Queene
(published the year that most scholars believe the View was written): 'TO
/ THE MOST HlGH, / M1GHTTE / And / MAG IFICE T I EMPRESS£
RENOW- / ED FOR PIETTE, VER-/ TVE< AND ALL GRATIOVS / GOVE ME T ELIZABETH BY / THE GRACE OF GOD QVEE E / OF E GLAND
FRA
CE AND/IRELAND AND OF VI RGI-/ IA, DEFE DOVROFTHE /
FAJTH, &c. HER MOST/ HVMBLE SERVA VNT / EDMVND SPENSER/ DOTH
I ALL IIV-1 MlLITTE DEDI - / CATE, PRE-/ SE TI A D CO SECRATE
THESE / HI LABOVR TO LIVE/ WITH THE ETERNl - / TIE OF HER /
FAME'. Spenser links his own poetic labors, specifically his poem now
expanded by three additional books, with the expansion of the queen's
territory. Thi i the reciprocal, mutually defining relationship between poet
and queen that characterizes most of The Faerie Queene. 2'
But book 6 hints at a change in Spenser's conception of hjs work
and its relation to queen and to court.26 Rather than a reciprocal relation
between poet and queen, book 6 is characterized by a competitive one.
Thomas Cain's comment suggests this latent competition: 'As encomium of the queen becomes less and less evident in the books added
in 1596, Spenser brings the role of the poet increasingly into focus' .27

" Spenser's Prose Works, ed Rudolf Gottfried, vol 10 of The Works of Edmu11d Spenser:
A Variorum Editio11

p 406.

" Richard Helgerson, Self-Crow11ed Laureates: Spe11ser, j o11so11, Milto11 and the Literary
System (University of California Press, Berkeley 1983), and D avid L. Miller, ' pen er's
Vocation, Spenser's Career', ELH 50 (1983) pp 197-231.
" Montrose notes that poet and queen reciprocally define each other, 'The Elizabethean
ubjcct' p 318. See also D avid Lee Miller, The Poem's Two Bodies: The Poetics of the 1590
Faerie Oi1eene (Pri nceton University Press, Princeton 1988) pp 29-31.
" ome of the material on the place of queen Elizabeth in book 6 is drawn from my
essay 'The Qyeen and the Book in Book 6 of The Faerie Queene', South Atlantic Review
57 (1992) pp 1-19.
"Thomas Cain, Praise i11 The Faerie Qyecne (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln
1978) p 156.
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Book 6, in fact, reveals an effort to deny the queen what has been her
proper place in the text. With this, the poem itself is revealed to be contested territory. °-11een Elizabeth is implicated in the pattern of border and
boundary, place and displacement, in book 6. Although the queen is
addressed in the Proem to book 6, book 6 is the only book that has no
'mirror' of the queen in the narratjve - no Bel phoebe, for instance." This
is true, but the queen is not - as is sometimes assumed - imply absent
from book 6. Rather, we see the poem enact the displacement of the queen
from a central position in the text. Early in canto 10, the poet excuses
Calidore's pastoral truancy from quest:
For what hath all that goodly glorious gaze
Like to one sight, which Ca/idore did vew?
The glaunce whereof their dimmed eies would daze,
That neuer more they should endure the shew
Of that sunne-shine, that makes them looke askew.
e ought in all that world of beauties rare
(Saue onely G/orianaes hcauenly hew
To which what can compare?) can it compare.
(6.10.4)

Spenser here asserts that the 'goodly glo rious gaze' i less important
than the vision of the Graces that Calidore is to see on Mount Acidale.
The word glorious contains a subtle reference to Gloriana, who figures
queen Elizabeth. Yet this praise of the vision to come provokes almost
immeruately an acknowledgment of Gloriana and, through her, the queen:
nothing can compare to what Calidore is to see '(Save onely Glorianaes
heauenly hew I To which what can compare?)'. Since the word glorious
suggests Gloriana, the queen is at once subtly evoked and rusplaced by
the 'one sight' Calidore is to view. But the displacement of the queen is
followed by explicit prai e of her. This praise is set within parentheses.
Parentheses are literally boundary lines in the text, which is why they are
classed by G eorge Puttenham as a figure of'trespass', a word that evoke
the issues of boundary, possession, and threats to 'property' central to
book 6. 29 Like the walls and fences Spenser advocates for Ireland in the
View, parenthesis is a figure that both reflects and attempts to control
disorder.
A second instance of Spenser's efforts to control the place of the
queen in the text occurs later in the same canto. We witnes with Calidore

" lbidp 155.
" The Arte ofE11glish Poesie, cd Edward Arbcr (1906; rcpr Kent State University Press,
Kent 1969) p 180.
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Colin lout's vision: the Three Graces dancing around a female figure.
When Colin interprets the vision for C alidore, he suddenly apologizes to
Gloriana for not putting her at the center of the vision. The apology at once
gives the queen a place in the text and reveals - retroactively - that she
ha been displaced by the central figure of the vision .30
These two instances dramatize Spenser's effort to control the place of
the queen in the text. They are reminiscent of the strategies by which discourteous figures are controlled in book 6: they are placed within a bounded
space controlled by the forces of civilization or they are set outside the margi ns of civilization. These are also the strategies Spenser advocates for dealing with the Iri sh in Ireland, to 'shut up' those that threaten the English
or to relegate them beyond the defended borders of civilization.
T he place of queen Elizabeth in book 6 remains unsettled, subject
to a continuing effort to displace her or to contain her presence. Such a
process is agai n reminiscent of the efforts to deal with the discourteous
figures of book 6. The Blatant Beas t is set within bands only to escape again
and again: ~be that long time after Calidore, I The good Sir Pe/leas
him tooke in hand,/ And after him Sir Lamoracke of yore' (6.12.39). Like
the Blatant Beast - and like the Irish of the View - the queen in book 6
resists con tainment. This is not to say that Spenser perceives the queen as
a force of evil like the Blatant Beast. But it does suggest that as Spenser's
place in Ireland is dependent on the containment or the displacement
of the lri h, so his claims to the territory that is the poem become depen dent on the displace ment of the queen. The placing and displacing of the
queen in canto 10 of book 6 suggest that Spenser is beginning to define
the poem as a place apart from the queen - that, in fact, the queen has
become a kind of trespasser in the poem . With this, Spenser also suggests
that he i beginning to define his identity as poet apart from his relation
ro the queen.
T his survey of Spenserian borderlands might help us begin to define
penser' place in a hi tory of literary property. One recent srudy of this issue
tentatively characterizes pen er's place in this way: while Ben Jonson's
engagement in the literary marketplace suggests a 'groping forward toward
later autho ri al property rights', Spenser was 'so much more insulated from
the chaos of the late Elizabethan urban economy, so landed, that he never
his displacement is noted by M auree n 01,illigan, Milton'r Spmrer: The Politicr of
Rtadi11g {Cornell University Press, Ithaca 1983) p 208; H umphrey T onkin, Spenrer'r Courteous
Pastoral: Book 6 ef Thc Faerie 01,ecnc (Clarendon Press, Oxford 1972) p 141. Cain
norcs of this episode that the queen 'does not have pride of place', Praire i11 The Faerie Q,cen
p 159.
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developed Jonson's "market" mind'. 31 Spenser's treatment of queen Elizabeth
in book 6 suggests a similar groping toward a modem sense of authorial identity. T hough the fact that Spenser became 'landed' led him to endor e the
queen's claims to Ireland, his book most concerned with issues of authorial
identity is marked by an effort to displace the queen from the 'place' that is
the poem. We can postulate a move by Spenser towards defining poetry as
a kind of property, but property distinct from other kinds. Book 6 and the
View seem to have different stories to tell about Spenser's place and the place
of queen Elizabeth. The View rehearses the need to displace the Irish so the
English can consolidate their possession of territory; the poet of book 6, by
contrast, seeks to displace the queen in order to lay claim to the pace of
the poem . o, too, with the issue of identity: Spenser's identity as poet in
book 6 is in competition with the queen. In the View - and in his li feSpenser's claims to his 'place' - in the sense of his job, his estates, and the
identity contingent on them - are underwritten by the queen's claims to
Ireland. Thus literary identity in book 6 seems underwritten by conditions
different from those that underwrite social and legal position. The pre entation of the queen in book 6 suggests that Spenser is seeking to move beyond
the conditions of patronage, whereby the work is a gift to the powerful patron,
and seeking a way to claim the space of the text as the poet's own.
I have been focusing on the underlying differences between Spenser's
works on Faeryland and Ireland. Yet the importance of firm and fixed boundaries in both works reveals the vulnerability of the very borders they seek
to assert. Borders are designed to protect and to control; they are fundamentally defen ive structures. In fact, the View and book 6 might be said
to be as much about the eventual breaching of boundaries as about their
necessity. The reformation oflreland remains unrealized in the View, and
all moments of resolution in book 6 are undone. Spenser offers his 'view'
of Ireland because the Irish 'now lately [have) quite shaken off their yoke
and broken the bands of their obedience' (p 4), just as the Blatant Beast
breaks free of the bands in which Calidore has enclosed it. The Irish continue, penser says, to 'overrun' the boundaries imposed by the English, ju t
as the Brigands of book 6 (who like the Irish 'outlaws' of the View prey on
the borders) lay waste to the pastoral landscape. In book 6, Spenser attempts
to displace the queen only to have a figure usuaJJy identified as lord Burghley
emerge as a threat on the very border of the book. Both works then bespeak
the threats to the boundaries they rely on more than their realization.
"Joseph Loewenstein, 'The Script in the 1arkctplace', in Reprtser1tir1g th, English
Reuaismr,ce, ed tcphen Greenblatt (University of California Press, Berkeley 1988) pp 273-4.
Original emphasis.
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Spenser's own history rehearses these threats in small: his claims to
land and to his identity are vulnerable to the constant threat of Irish
uprising and to his legal battles with lord Roche over K.ilcolman. The
hakiness of Spenser's claims to that estate is revealed by the fact that
though Spenser won the first set of legal battles, lord Roche won the
second. 3' Eventually, of course, K.ilkolman was attacked and overrun during the rebellion in Munster of 1598. Spenser and his family were themselve thus displaced, forced to flee to England, and returned to their own
'proper place'.
The treatment of the queen in book 6, along with the disturbing
pre ence of the 'mighty Pere' on its border, suggests that pen er in the last
complete book of The Faerie Queene is fashioning a sense of poetry and
of identity apart from the queen and court. Such an identity is never fulJy
realized in book 6 - as Spenser's possession of K.ilkolman was never
secure and as England's possession of Ireland remains contested. In
book 6, then, Spenser may attempt to assert possession of the place that is
his poem, but he does not pre ent it as a place secure from incursion. Ireland,
penser's e tares in Ireland, and Spen er's poem alike are threatened by the
disruptive forces of history - forces that overrun imposed boundaries
and borders. Thus the place that is book 6 is not a respite from Ireland from history or from Spenser's own history- but rather a mirror ofit. Those
that have been displaced do not, after all, si mply disappear: they remain on
the borders. Spenser reveals a desire for fixed boundaries - for Faeryland
and for Ireland. Yet the presence of the 'mighty Pere' at the end of book 6
and the Irish on the border ofK.ilkolman reveal instead the insecurity of
borders - of the colonial enterprise and of estates and of texts - and hence
of the identity of poet and gentleman that the boundaries are meant to keep
in place.

"Judson, Lift ofEdmund Sptnser pp 135, 162-3.

